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Abstract. The ever increasing number and complexity of energy-bound 
devices (such as the ones used in Internet of Things applications, smart 
phones, and mission critical systems) pose an important challenge on 
techniques to optimize their energy consumption and to verify that they 
will perform their function within the available energy budget. In this 
work we address this challenge from the software point of view and pro-
pose a novel approach to estimating accurate parametric bounds on the 
energy consumed by program executions that are practical for their appli-
cation to energy verification and optimization. Our approach divides a 
program into basic (branchless) blocks and performs a best effort mod-eling 
to estimate upper and lower bounds on the energy consumption for each 
block using an evolutionary algorithm. Then it combines the obtained 
values according to the program control flow, using a safe static analysis, 
to infer functions that give both upper and lower bounds on the energy 
consumption of the whole program and its procedures as functions on 
input data sizes. We have tested our approach on (C-like) embed-ded 
programs running on the XMOS hardware platform. However, our 
method is general enough to be applied to other microprocessor architec-
tures and programming languages. The bounds obtained by our proto-
type implementation on a set of benchmarks were always safe and quite 
accurate. This supports our hypothesis that our approach offers a good 
compromise between safety and accuracy, and can be applied in practice 
for energy verification and optimization.

1 Introduction

Reducing and controlling the energy consumption and the environmental 
impact of computing technologies has become a challenging problem 
worldwide.



It is a significant issue in systems ranging from large data centers and high-
performance computing systems down to small Internet of Things (IoT) devices, 
sensors, smart watches, smart phones, portable/implantable medical devices, 
wearables, etc. Such devices often rely on small batteries or energy harvested from 
the environment, and may have to operate and intercommunicate continuously 
for long periods of time, which implies that their energy consumption should be 
very low. Although there have been improvements in battery and energy har-
vesting technology, they alone are often not enough to achieve the required level 
of energy consumption to fully support IoT and other energy-bound applica-
tions. In addition, for many of these IoT applications (as well as others, such as, 
e.g., space systems or implantable/portable medical devices), beyond optimizing 
energy consumption, it is actually crucial to guarantee that execution will com-
plete within a specified energy budget, i.e., before the available system energy 
runs out, or that the system will function for a given period of time.

In spite of the recent rapid advances in energy-efficient hardware, it is soft-
ware that controls the hardware, so that far more energy savings remain to be 
tapped by improving the software that runs on these devices. In this work we 
address these challenges from the software point of view, focusing on the static 
estimation of the energy consumed by program executions (i.e., at compile time, 
without actually running the programs with concrete data), as a basis for energy 
optimization and verification. Such estimations are given as functions on input 
data sizes, since data sizes typically influence the energy consumed by a program, 
but are not known at compile time. This approach allows abstracting away such 
sizes and inferring energy consumption in a way that is parametric on them.

Different types of resource usage estimations are possible, such as, e.g., proba-
bilistic, average, or safe bounds. However, not all types of estimations are valid or 
useful for a given application. For example, in order to verify/certify energy bud-
gets, safe upper and lower bounds on energy consumption are required [14,15]. 
Unfortunately, current approaches that guarantee that the bounds are always 
safe tend to compromise their accuracy with overly conservative bounds, which 
may not be useful in practice. With this safety/accuracy trade-off in mind, we 
propose an approach that combines a best effort modeling with a safe static anal-
ysis, to infer accurate bounds that are on the safe side in most cases, in order to 
be practical for verification applications, in addition to energy optimization.

Describing how energy verification is performed is out of the scope of this 
paper, and we refer the reader to [13,14] for a description on how upper and 
lower bounds on resource usage in general can be used for verification within 
the CiaoPP system [6], and to [15] for a specialization to energy consumption 
verification. Herein we focus instead on the inference of energy bounds. Never-
theless, in the following we provide the intuition on how these bounds are used in 
our system for verification and certification: assume that El and Eu are (strict) 
safe lower and upper bounds (respectively) on the energy consumption of a pro-
gram, and that Eb is an energy budget expressed by a program specification, 
e.g., defined by the capacity of the battery. Then:
1. If Eu ≤ Eb, then the given program can be safely executed within the existing

energy budget.



2. If El ≤ Eb ≤ Eu, it might be possible to complete the execution of the
program, but we cannot claim it for certain.

3. If Eb < El, then it is not possible to execute the program (the system will
run out of batteries before program execution is completed).
Of the small number of static energy analyses proposed to date, only a

few [11,12,20] use resource analysis frameworks that are aimed at inferring safe
upper and lower bounds on the resources used by program executions. A crucial
component in order for such frameworks to infer information regarding hardware-
dependent resources, and, in particular, energy, is a low-level resource usage
model, such as, e.g., a model of the energy consumption of individual instruc-
tions. Examples of such instruction-level models are [10], at the Java bytecode
level, or [9], at the Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) level.

Clearly, the safety of the bounds inferred by analysis depends on the safety
of the low-level models. Unfortunately, instruction-level models such as [9,10]
provide average energy consumption values or functions, which are not really
suitable for safe upper- or lower-bounds analysis. Furthermore, trying to obtain
instruction-level models that provide strict safe energy bounds would result in
very conservative bounds. Although when supplied with such models the static
analysis would infer high-level energy consumption functions providing strictly
safe bounds, these bounds would not be useful in general because of their large
inaccuracy. For this reason, the analyses in [11,12,20] used instead the already
mentioned instruction level average energy models [9,10]. However, this meant
that the energy functions inferred for the whole program were not strict bounds,
but rather approximations of the actual bounds, and could possibly be below
or above. This trade-off between safety and accuracy is a major challenge in
energy analysis. In this paper we address this challenge by finding a good com-
promise and providing a best effort technique for the generation of lower-level
energy models which are useful and effective in practice for verification-type
applications.

The main source of inaccuracy in current instruction-level energy models is
inter-instruction dependence (including also data dependence), which is not cap-
tured by most models. On the other hand, the concrete sequences of instructions
that appear in programs exhibit worst cases that are not as pessimistic as con-
sidering the worst case for each of the individual intervening instructions. Based
on this, we decided to use branchless blocks of ISA instructions as the modeling
unit instead of individual instructions. We divide the (ISA) program into such
basic blocks, each a straight-line code sequence with exactly one entry to the
block (the first instruction) and one exit from the block (the last instruction).
We then measure the energy consumption of these basic blocks, and determine
an upper (resp. lower) bound on the energy consumption of each block. In this
way the inter-instruction data dependence discussed above and other factors are
accounted for within each block. The inter-instruction dependencies between
blocks are still modeled in a conservative way, and hence can be one of the
sources of inaccuracy. However, such modeling does not affect the safety of the
energy bounds. The energy values obtained for each block are supplied to our



(safe) static resource analysis, which combines them according to the program
control flow and produces functions that give both (practical) upper and lower
bounds on the energy consumption of the whole program and its procedures, as
functions on input data sizes.

In order to find bounds on the energy consumption of each basic block we
use an evolutionary algorithm (EA), varying the basic block’s input values and
taking energy measurements directly from the hardware for each input combina-
tion. This way, we take advantage of the fast search space exploration provided
by EAs. The approach in [22] also uses EAs for estimating worst case energy
consumption. However, it is applied to whole programs, rather than at the basic
block level. A major disadvantage of such an approach is that, if there are data-
dependent branches in the programs, as is often the case, the EA quickly loses
accuracy, and does not converge since different input combinations can trigger
different sets of instructions [22]. This can make the problem intractable. In con-
trast, our approach combines EAs and static analysis techniques in order to get
the best of both worlds. Our approach takes out the treatment of data-dependent
branches from the EA, so that the same sequence of instructions is always exe-
cuted in each basic block. This way, the EA converges and estimates the worst
(resp. best) case energy of the basic blocks with higher accuracy. We take care
of the program control flow dependencies by using static analysis instead.

For concreteness, in our experiments we focus on the energy analysis of pro-
grams written in XC [25], running on the XS1-L architecture [17], designed
by XMOS.1 However, our approach is general enough to be applied as well to
the analysis of other architectures and other programming languages and their
associated lower-level program representations. XC is a high-level, C-based pro-
gramming language that includes extensions for concurrency, communication,
input/output operations, and real-time behavior. Our experimental setup infers
energy consumption information by processing the ISA (Instruction Set Archi-
tecture) code compiled from XC, and reflects it up to the source code level.
Such information is provided in the form of functions on input data sizes, and
is expressed by means of assertions [7].

The results of our experiments suggest that our best effort approach is quite
accurate, in the sense that the inferred energy bounds are close to the actual
upper and lower bounds. Furthermore, the energy estimations produced by our
approach were always safe, in the sense that they over-approximated the actual
bounds (i.e., the inferred upper bounds were above the actual highest energy
consumptions and the inferred lower bounds below the actual lowest energy
consumptions). We argue thus that our analysis provides a good practical com-
promise.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper are:
– A novel approach that combines dynamic and static analysis techniques for

inferring more accurate upper and lower bounds on the energy consumption
of program executions as functions of input data sizes. The dynamic part is
based on EAs, and produces low-level energy models that contain (best effort)

1
http://www.xmos.com/.



upper and lower bounds on the cost of the elementary operations, as opposed
to just average values.

– The proposal of a new abstraction level at which to perform the energy mod-
eling of program components, namely at the level of basic (branchless) blocks
of ISA instructions, and a method based on EAs to dynamically obtain
upper and lower bounds on the energy of such basic blocks with a good
safety/accuracy compromise.

– A prototype implementation and experimental study that supports our
claims.
In the rest of the paper, Sect. 2 explains our best effort technique for energy

modeling of program basic blocks. Section 3 shows how these models are used by
the safe static analysis to infer (practical) upper and lower bounds on the energy
consumed by programs as functions of their input data sizes. Section 4 reports
on an experimental evaluation of our approach. Related work is discussed in
Sect. 5, and finally Sect. 6 summarizes our conclusions.

2 Modeling the Energy Consumption of Blocks

As mentioned before, the first step of our energy bounds analysis is to determine
upper and lower bounds on the energy consumption of each basic (branchless)
program block. We perform the modeling at this level rather than at the instruc-
tion level in order to cater for inter-instruction dependencies. We first identify
all the basic blocks of the program, and then perform a best effort profiling of
the energy consumption of each basic block for different input data using an EA.
These steps are explained in the following sections.

2.1 Identifying the Basic Blocks to Be Modeled

A basic block over an inter-procedural control flow graph (CFG) is a maxi-
mal sequence of distinct instructions, S1 through Sn, such that all instructions
Sk, 1 < k < n have exactly one in-edge and one out-edge (excluding call/return
edges), S1 has one out-edge, and Sn has one in-edge. A basic block therefore has
exactly one entry point at S1 and one exit point at Sn.

In order to divide a program into such basic blocks, the program is first
compiled to a lower-level representation, ISA in our case. A dataflow analysis
of the ISA representation yields an inter-procedural control flow graph (CFG).
A final control flow analysis is carried out to infer basic blocks from the CFG.
These basic blocks are further modified so that they can be run and their energy
consumption measured independently by the EA. Modifications for each basic
block include:
1. A basic block with k function call instructions is divided into k + 1 basic

blocks without the function call instructions.
2. A number of special ISA instructions (e.g., return, call, entsp) are omitted

from the block. The cost of such instructions is measured separately and
added to the cost of the block or the function.



3. The harness function that runs the blocks in isolation provides the context
to each block needed for the results to be applicable to the original program.
For example the memory accesses in each block are transformed into accesses
to a fixed address in the local memory of the harness function. The initial
values placed in this local memory are the inputs to the block that the EA
explores.

Fig. 1. Example: basic block modifications

An example of modifications 1 and 2 above is shown in Fig. 1. Listing 1.2
shows an ISA representation of a recursive factorial program where the instruc-
tions are grouped together into 3 basic blocks B1, B2, and B3. Consider basic
block B2. Since it has a (recursive) function call to fact at address 12, it is
divided further into two blocks in Listing 1.3, such that the instructions before
and after the function call form two blocks B21 and B22 respectively, and the
call instruction (bl) is omitted. The energy consumption of these two blocks
is maximized (minimized) by providing values to the input arguments to the
block (see below) using the EA. The energy consumption of B2 can then be
characterized as:

B2Ae = B2A1e + B2A2e + blAe

where B2A1e, B2A2e, and blAe denote the energy consumption of the B21, and B22
blocks, and the bl ISA instruction respectively, with approximation A (where
A= upper or A= lower).

For each modified basic block, a set of input arguments is inferred. This set
is used for an individual representation to drive the EA algorithm to maximize
(minimize) the energy consumption of the block. For the entry block, the input
arguments are derived from the signature of the function. The set gen(B) char-
acterizes the set of variables read without being previously defined in block B.
It is defined as:

gen(b) =
n⋃

k=1

{v | v ∈ ref (k) ∧ ∀(j < k).v /∈ def (j)}



where ref (n) and def (n) denote the variables referred to and defined/updated
at a node n in block b, respectively. For the basic blocks in List-
ing 1.2 (Fig. 1), the input arguments are gen(B1) = {r0}, gen(B21) = {sp[0x1]},
gen(B22) = {sp[0x1],r0}, and gen(B3) = ∅.

2.2 Evolutionary Algorithm for Finding Energy Bounds for Basic
Blocks

We now detail the main aspects of the EA used for approximating the upper-
bound (i.e., worst case) and lower-bound (i.e., best case) energy consumption
of a basic block. The only difference between the two algorithms is the way we
interpret the objective function: in the first case we want to maximize it, while
in the second one we want to minimize it.

Fig. 2. Crossover

Individual. The search space dimensions are the differ-
ent input variables to the blocks. Our goal is to find the
combination of input values which maximizes (minimizes)
the energy consumption of each block. The set of input
variables to a block is inferred using a dataflow analysis
(as explained in the previous section). Thus, an individ-
ual is simply an array of input values given in the order
of their appearance in the block. In the initial population,
the input values to an individual are randomly assigned
to 32-bit numbers. In addition, some corner cases that are
known to cause high or low energy consumption for par-
ticular instructions are included.2

Fig. 3. Mutation

Crossover. The crossover operation is imple-
mented as an even-odd crossover, since it pro-
vides more variability than a standard n-point
crossover. The process is depicted in Fig. 2,
where P1 and P2 are the parents, and C1 and
C2 are their children created by the crossover
operation.

Mutation. For the purpose of this work we have created a custom mutation
operator. Since the energy consumption in digital circuits is mainly the result
of bit flipping, we believe that the best way to explore the search space is by
performing some bit flipping in the mutation operation. This is implemented as
follows. For each gene component (i.e., for each input value to the basic block):
1. We create a random 32-bit integer (a random mask).
2. Then we perform the XOR operation of that integer and the corresponding

gene. This results in a random flipping of the bits of each gene: only the bits
of the gene at positions where the value of the random mask is 1 are flipped.

2 For example, all 1s for high energy consumption, or all 0s for low energy consumption
as operands to a multiply ISA instruction.



The process is depicted in Fig. 3, where the input values are given as binary
numbers.

In the ISA representation of the program, the type structure is implicit and
each operand (e.g., register) of an ISA instruction is a 32-bit value that either
represents data or a memory address holding data. Since the input variables to
a block holds data (memory accesses are transformed as described in the previ-
ous section), the mutation and crossover operators could generate data that such
input variables would never take if the block were to run as part of the whole pro-
gram. Thus, this conservative modeling of inter-block data dependencies could
be one source of inaccuracy.

Objective function. The objective function that we want to maxi-
mize/minimize is the energy of a basic block, which is measured directly from
the chip. The concrete measurement setting will be explained in Sect. 4.

The XMOS XS1 architecture used in our experiments is a cache-less, by
design-predictable architecture, and it does not exhibit pipeline effects such as
stalls (to resolve pipeline hazards), since exactly one instruction per thread is exe-
cuted in a 4-stage pipeline. However, in general, pipeline effects, which depend on
the state of the processor at the start of the execution of a basic block, can affect
the upper/lower bound estimated on the energy consumption of such a block,
and have to be taken into account. Intra-block pipeline effects are accounted for
by our approach just because the dependencies among the instructions within a
block are captured. The inter-block pipeline effects could be modeled in a conser-
vative way by assuming a maximum stall penalty for the upper bound estimation
of each block (e.g., by adding a stall penalty to the execution time of the block).
Similarly, for the lower bound estimation a zero stall penalty could be used. To
approximate these effects, in [2], the authors characterize each block through
pairwise executions with all of its possible predecessors. Each basic block pair is
characterized by executing it on an Instruction Set Simulation (ISS) to collect
cycle counts. A similar reasoning would apply to cache effects due to module
boundaries. These effects could also be bounded using cache and pipeline anal-
ysis techniques [16].

3 Static Analysis of the Program Energy Consumption

Once (best effort) energy models are obtained for each basic block of the pro-
gram, the energy consumption of the whole program is bounded by a (safe) static
analyzer that takes into account the control flow of the program and infers (prac-
tical) upper/lower bounds on its energy consumption. We have implemented such
an analyzer by specializing the generic resource analysis framework provided by
CiaoPP [3,4,21,23], for programs written in the XC programming language [25]
and running on the XMOS XS1-L architecture. This includes the use of a trans-
formation [11,12] of the ISA code into an intermediate representation for analysis
which is a series of connected code blocks, represented as Horn Clauses (HC IR).
Such a transformation is shown in Fig. 4 where the ISA representation of the fac-
torial function from Listing 1.2 (Fig. 1) is shown. It transforms the blocks into



clauses and instructions into clause literals. Conditional branching is modeled
by predicates with two clauses, one with the condition true and the other false.
The input/output arguments of each block are inferred via a dataflow analysis.
The final step transforms the blocks into Static Single Assignment (SSA) form
where each variable is assigned exactly once. The analyzer deals with this HC IR
always in the same way, independently of where it originates from. We have also
written the necessary code (i.e., assertions [7]) to feed such analyzer with the
block-level upper/lower bound energy model obtained by using the technique
explained in Sect. 2. The analyzer enables a programmer to symbolically bound
the energy consumption of a program P on input data x̄ without actually run-
ning P (x̄). It automatically sets up a system of recurrence (cost) equations that
capture the cost (energy consumption) of P as a function of the sizes of its input
arguments x̄. Typical metrics used for data sizes in this context are the actual
value of a number, the length of a list or array, etc. [21,23].

Fig. 4. An ISA (factorial) program (left) and its Horn-clause representation (right)

Consider the example in Fig. 4 (right). The following cost equations are set
up over the function fact that characterize the energy consumption of the whole
function using the approximation A (e.g., upper/lower) of each block inferred
by the EA, as a function of its input data size R0 (in this case the metric is the
actual value of R0):

factAe (R0) = B1Ae + fact auxA
e (0 ≤ R0, R0)

fact auxA
e (B,R0) =

{
B2Ae + factAe (R0 − 1) if B is true
B3Ae if B is false

These inferred recurrence relations/equations are then passed on to a com-
puter algebra system (e.g., CiaoPP’s internal solver or an external solver such



as Mathematica, both used for the results presented in this paper) in order to
obtain a closed form function for them. If we assume (for simplicity of exposi-
tion) that each basic block has unitary cost in terms of energy consumption, i.e.,
Bie = 1 for all i, we obtain the energy consumed by fact as a function of its
input data size R0 as: facte(R0) = R0 + 1.

The functions inferred by the static analysis are arithmetic (including polyno-
mial, exponential, logarithmic, etc.), and their arguments (the input data sizes)
are natural numbers. The generic resource analyzer ensures that the inferred
bounds are strict/safe if it is supplied with energy models which provide safe
bounds.

4 Experimental Assessment

The main goal of our experimental assessment is to perform a first comparison
of the actual upper and lower bounds on energy consumption measured on the
hardware against the respective bounds obtained by evaluating the functions
inferred by our proposed approach (which depend on input data sizes), for each
program considered and for a range of input data sizes. As mentioned before,
the experiments have been performed with XC programs running on the XMOS
XS1-L architecture [17]. The particular (development) hardware for which we
derive the branchless-block-level model is a dual-tile board that contains an
XS1-A16-128-FB217 processor.

In order to take power measurements during execution on real hardware,
record and/or display them in real time, we use the hardware and software
harness designed by XMOS, as an extension of the XMOS toolchain, which
includes:
– A (hardware) debug adapter (xTAG v3.0) that enables power to be mea-

sured.3 The basic principle consists in placing a small shunt resistor of Rshunt

ohm in series within the supply line. By measuring the voltage drop on the
shunt Vshunt, the current is calculated as Ishunt = Vshunt/Rshunt (Ohm’s
law), which is also the current of the power supply Isup = Ishunt. Then the
power consumption is estimated as Vsup × Isup, where Vsup is the voltage of
the power supply. The xTAG v3.0 adapter has an extra connector that carries
the analog signals required to estimate the power consumption, as explained
above. The measurements regarding these signals are transported to the host
computer over USB using the xSCOPE interface.4

– A (software) tool (xgdb, the debugger), which collects data from the xTAG
to be used by the analysis, by connecting to it over a USB interface (using
libusb), and reading both ordinary xSCOPE traffic and voltage/current mea-
surements.
The selected benchmarks, shown in Table 1, are either iterative or recursive.

For conciseness, the first column only shows the names of the programs and
3

https://www.xmos.com/download/private/xTAG-3-Hardware-Manual.pdf.
4 https://www.xmos.com/download/private/Trace-data-with-XScope(X9923H).pdf.



Table 1. Accuracy of upper- and lower-bound estimations

Program DDBr Upper/Lower bounds (nJ)× 103 vs. HW

fact(N) n ub = 5.1 N + 4.2 +7%

lb = 4.1 N + 3.8 −11.7%

fibonacci(N) n uba = 5.2 lucas(N) + 6 fib(N)− 6.6 +8.71%

lb = 4.5 lucas(N) + 5 fib(N)− 4.2 −4.69%

reverse(A) n ub = 3.7 N + 13.3 (N = length of array A) +8%

lb = 3 N + 12.5 −8.8%

findMax(A) y ub = 5 N + 6.9 (N = length of array A) +8.7%

lb = 3.3 N + 5.6 −9.1%

selectionSort(A) y ub = 30 N2 + 41.4 N + 10 (N = length of array A) +8.7%

lb = 16.8 N2 + 28.5 N + 8 −9.1%

fir(N) y ub = 6 N + 26.4 +8.9%

lb = 4.8 N + 22.9 −9.7%

biquad(N) y ub = 29.6 N + 10 +9.8%

lb = 23.5 N + 9 −11.9%
aThe mathematical function lucas(n) satisfies the recurrence relation lucas(n) =
lucas(n− 1) + lucas(n− 2) with lucas(1) = 1 and lucas(2) = 3.

the arguments that are relevant for their energy-bound functions. The first two
benchmarks are small arithmetic programs, and the third one reverses elements
of an input array A of size N (reverse(A)). A sorting algorithm (selectionsort)
and a simple program for finding the maximum number in an array (findMax)
are also included. The latter, which is also part of the former, is a program where
data-dependent branching can bring significant variations in the worst- and best-
case energy consumption for a given input data size. We have also studied two
audio signal processing benchmarks, biquad and fir (Finite Impulse Response),
provided by XMOS as representatives of XS1 application kernels. Both programs
perform filtering tasks that attenuate or amplify specific frequency ranges of
a given input signal. The DDBr column expresses whether a benchmark has
data-dependent branching or not (y/n). The third column shows the upper- and
lower-bound energy functions (on input data sizes) estimated by our approach,
as well as the size metric used. When an input argument (in the first column) is
numeric, its size metric is its actual value (and is omitted in the third column).
Column vs. HW shows the average deviation of the energy estimations obtained
by evaluating such functions, with respect to the actual bounds measured on
the hardware as explained above. A deviation is positive (resp. negative) if the
estimated value is over (resp. under) the actual measurement. For a given input
data size n the actual upper and lower bounds measured on the hardware are
obtained by using data of size n that exhibit the worst and best cases respectively.
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Fig. 5. Estimated energy upper/lower bounds vs. actual measurements (Color figure
online)

Figure 5(a) depicts the upper- and lower-bound energy functions estimated
by the analysis, as well as the actual bounds measured on the hardware for the
fact(N) program (taking different values of N). In this case, both the actual
upper- and lower-bounds coincide, as shown by the middle curve (in red), which
plots the actual measurements on the hardware. It can be observed that the
values of the upper-bound function estimated by the static analysis supplied with
the model obtained by the EA always over-approximate the actual hardware
measurements (by 7%, as given by Table 1), whereas the lower-bound values
under-approximate them (by 11.7%).

Similarly, the findMax benchmark is shown in Fig. 5(b). Unlike fact, the
actual upper- and lower-bound functions of findMax, depending on input arrays
of length N , do not coincide, due to the data-dependent branching. The actual
energy consumption of findMax not only depends on the length of the input



array, but also on its contents, and thus cannot be captured exactly by a function
that depends on data sizes only (i.e., by abstracting the data by their sizes).
A call to findMax with a sorted array in ascending order (of a given length
N) will discover a new max element in each iteration, and hence update the
current max variable, resulting in the actual upper bound (i.e., worst case of the
algorithm). In contrast, if the array is sorted in descending order, the algorithm
will find the max element in the first iteration, and the rest of the iterations
will never update the current max variable, resulting in the actual lower bound
(i.e., best case). Thus, Fig. 5(b) depicts four curves: the upper- and lower-bound
energy functions estimated by our approach for findMax, as well as the two
actual energy bound curves measured on the hardware. The former are obtained
by evaluating the energy functions in Table 1 for different array-lengths N , as
before. The latter are obtained with actual arrays of length N that give the
worst and best cases, as explained above. Note that it is not always trivial to
find data that exhibit program worst and best case behaviors. Table 1 shows that
the estimated upper- (resp. lower-) bounds over- (resp. under-) approximate the
actual upper- (resp. lower-) bounds measured on the hardware by 8.7% (resp.
9.1%). Figure 5(c) for selectionsort shows a similar behavior but with quadratic
bounds.

The inaccuracies in the energy estimations of our technique come mainly
from two sources: the modeling, which assigns an energy value to each basic
block as described in Sect. 2, and the static analysis, described in Sect. 3, which
estimates the number of times that the basic blocks are executed depending
on the input data sizes, and hence, the energy consumption of the whole pro-
gram. Table 2 shows part of the results of our study in order to quantify the
inaccuracy originating from those sources. Different executions of the findMax
benchmark are shown for different input arrays of length N (Column N). The
table is divided into two parts. The first part uses randomly generated input
arrays of length N, while the second part (three lower rows) uses input arrays
that cause the worst- and best-case energy consumption. Column Cost App
indicates the type of approximation of the automatically inferred energy func-
tions: upper bound (ub) and lower bound (lb). Such energy functions are shown
in Table 1. We have then compared the energy consumption estimations obtained
by evaluating the energy function (Column Est) with the observed energy con-
sumption of the hardware measurements (Column Obs). Column D% shows
the relative harmonic difference between the estimated and the observed energy
consumption, given by the formula:

rel harmonic diff(Est,Obs) =
(Est − Obs) × ( 1

Est + 1
Obs )

2



Table 2. Source of inaccuracies in findMax:
analysis vs. modeling

N Cost Energy(nJ)× 103 D% PrD%

App Est Prof Obs

Random array data

5 lb 22.3 24.9 27.3 −20.1 −9.2

ub 31.9 30.2 15.6 10

15 lb 55.9 61.8 69.1 −17 −11

ub 82.1 75.1 21 8.3

25 lb 89.4 99.6 110.9 −17.6 −10.7

ub 132.2 120.8 21.7 8.5

Actual worst- and best-case array data

5 lb 22.3 22.3 25.2 −12.2 −12.2

ub 31.9 31.9 29.4 8.1 8.1

15 lb 55.9 55.9 62.6 −11.3 −11.3

ub 82.1 82.1 75.5 8.3 8.3

25 lb 89.4 89.4 100.2 −11.4 −11.4

ub 132.2 132.2 121.5 8.4 8.4

Column Prof shows the result
of estimating the energy consump-
tion using the energy model and
assuming that the static analy-
sis was perfect and estimated the
exact number of times that the
basic blocks were executed. This
obviously represents the case in
which all loss of accuracy must
be attributed to the energy model.
The values in Column Prof have
been obtained by profiling actual
executions of the program with the
concrete input arrays, where the
profiler has been instrumented to
record the number of times each
basic block is executed. The energy
consumption of the program is
then obtained by multiplying such
numbers by the values provided by
the energy model for each basic
block, and adding all of them. Col-
umn PrD% represents the inaccuracy due to the energy modeling of basic
blocks using the EA, which has been quantified as the relative harmonic differ-
ence between Prof and the observed energy consumption Obs. The difference
between D% and PrD% represents the inaccuracy due to the static analysis.

Although the first part of the table, using random data, may give the impres-
sion that both the static analysis and the energy modeling contribute to the
inaccuracy of the energy estimation of the whole program, the second (lower)
part of the table indicates that the inaccuracy only comes from the energy mod-
eling. This is because in the lower part the comparison was performed with input
arrays that make findMax exhibit its actual upper- and lower-bounds (depend-
ing on the length of the array). In this case, Columns Est and Prof show the
same values, which means that there was no inaccuracy due to the static analy-
sis (regarding the inference of the actual upper- and lower-bound functions), and
that the overall inaccuracy is due to the over- and under-approximation in the
EA to model energy consumption of each basic block.

Table 3 shows a similar experiment for the reverse program, which has no
data-dependent branching. Since the number of operations performed by reverse
is actually a function of the length of its input array (not of its contents),
Columns Est and Prof show the same values for random data (unlike for
findMax), which means that no inaccuracy comes from the static analysis part.



Table 3. Source of inaccuracies in reverse:
analysis vs. modeling

N Cost Energy(nJ)× 103 D% PrD%

App Est Prof Obs

Random array data

5 lb 28 28 29 −3.5 −3.5

ub 31.8 31.8 9.2 9.2

15 lb 59 59 64 −8.1 −8.1

ub 68.8 68.8 7.2 7.2

25 lb 90 90 98 −8.5 −8.5

ub 105.8 105.8 7.7 7.7

Regarding the time taken by
the EA, it can vary depending
on the parameters it is initialized
with, as well as the initial pop-
ulation. This population is differ-
ent every time the EA is initi-
ated, except for a fixed number of
individuals that represent corner
cases. In the experiments, the EA
is run for up to a maximum of 20
generations, and is stopped when
the fitness value does not improve
for four consecutive generations. In
all the experiments the biquad benchmark took the most time (a maximum time
of 230 min) for maximizing the energy consumption. In contrast, the fact bench-
mark took the least time (a maximum time of 121 min). The times remained
within the 150–200 min range on average. Time speed-ups were also achieved
by reusing the EA results for sequences of instructions that were already pro-
cessed in a previous benchmark (e.g., return blocks, loop header blocks, etc.).
This makes us believe that our approach could be used in practice in an itera-
tive development process, where the developer gets feedback from our tool and
modifies the program in order to reduce its energy consumption. The first time
the EA is run would take the highest time, since it would have to determine the
energy consumption of all the program blocks. After a focused modification of
the program that only affects a small number of blocks, most of the results from
the previous run could be reused, so that the EA would run much faster during
this development process. In other words, the EA processing can easily be made
incremental.

The static analysis, on the other hand, is quite efficient, with analysis times
of about 4 to 5 s on average, despite the naive implementation of the interface
with external recurrence equation solvers, which can be improved significantly.

5 Related Work

Static analysis of the energy consumed by program executions has received rela-
tively little attention until recently. An analysis of Java bytecode programs that
estimated upper-bounds on energy consumption as functions on input data sizes
was proposed in [20], where the Jimple (a typed three-address code) represen-
tation of Java bytecode was transformed into Horn Clauses [18], and a simple
energy model at the Java bytecode level [10] was used. However the energy
model for the Java opcodes used average estimations, which are not suitable
for verification applications. Also, the results were not compared with actual,
measured energy consumption. A similar approach was proposed in [12] for XC
programs, using an ISA-level model. This work did compare to actual energy
consumptions, obtaining promising results, but the ISA-level model also pro-
vided average energy values, which implied the same problem for verification.



Other approaches to static analysis based on the transformation of the analyzed
code into another representation have been proposed for analyzing low-level lan-
guages [5] and Java bytecode [1]. In [1], cost relations are inferred directly for
these bytecode programs, whereas in [20] the bytecode is first transformed into
Horn Clauses [18].

Other work is based on techniques referred to generally as WCET (Worst
Case Execution Time Analyses), which have been applied, usually for impera-
tive languages, in different application domains (see e.g., [26] and its references).
These techniques generally require the programmer to bound the number of
iterations of loops, and then apply an Implicit Path Enumeration technique
to identify the path of maximal consumption in the control flow graph of the
resulting loop-less program. This approach has inspired some worst case energy
analyses, such as [8]. It distinguishes instruction-specific (proportional to data)
from pipeline-specific (proportional to time) energy consumption, and also takes
into account branch prediction and cache misses. However, it requires the user to
identify the input which will trigger the maximal energy consumption. In [24] the
approach is refined for estimating hard (i.e., over-approximated) energy bounds
using relative energy models (at the LLVM level), where the energy of instruc-
tions is given in relation to each other (e.g., if all instructions have relative
energy 1, then they all consume the same absolute energy), which does not
depend on the specific hardware, but can be applied if a mapping between LLVM
and low-level ISA instructions exists. If the energy bounds are not hard (i.e., the
application allows their violation) a genetic algorithm is used to obtain an under-
approximation of the energy bounds. However, this approach loses accuracy when
there are data-dependent branches present in the program, since different inputs
can lead to the execution of different sets of instructions. A similar approach is
used in [22] to find the worst-case energy consumption of two benchmarks using
a genetic algorithm. In contrast to our approach, the evolutionary algorithm is
applied to whole programs, which are required to not have any data-dependent
branching. The authors further introduce probability distributions for the transi-
tion costs among pairs of independent instructions, which can then be convolved
to give a probability distribution of the energy for a sequence of instructions.

In contrast to the work presented here and in [19], all these WCET-style
methods (either for execution time or energy) do not infer cost functions on
input data sizes but rather absolute maximum values, and, as mentioned before,
they generally require the manual annotation of all loops to express an upper
bound on the number of iterations, which can be tedious (or impossible). Loop
bound inference techniques can also be applied but require that all loop counts
can be resolved. All of this essentially reduces the case to that of programs with
no loops.

6 Conclusions

We have proposed a combined static/dynamic approach for estimating para-
metric upper and lower bounds on the energy consumption of a program.



The dynamic part, based on an evolutionary algorithm, is a best effort app-
roach to approximating the maximum/minimum energy consumption of the
basic blocks in the program. Such blocks contain multiple instructions, which
allows this phase to capture inter-instruction dependencies. Moreover, the basic
blocks are branchless, which makes the evolutionary algorithm approach quite
practical and efficient, and the energy values inferred by it are accurate, since
no control flow-related variations occur. A safe static analysis is then used to
combine the energy values obtained for the blocks according to the program
control flow, and estimate energy consumption bounds of the whole program
that depend on input data sizes. In the experiments we performed on a set of
benchmarks, the upper and lower bounds obtained were always safe and quite
accurate. Such results suggest that our approach offers a good safety/accuracy
compromise, estimating bounds that are practical for its application to energy
verification and optimization.
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